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Construction and Calibration of a Tout Neutron 

Scintillation Spectrometer 

by 

0. L. Guernsey^, G. B. Mot*** » £, K, Selsoif•"and A. Boberts 

Separtment of Physics* Unlversit;- of Hochester* Boche8ter« lufa 

ABSTBACT '^ 

A quedrupls coincidence scintillation counter telescope has been 

constructed for neutron studies with the University of Hochester 130* £iynehro» 

cgrelotron. A calibration of pulse hei^t T 9 , proton energy has been obtained 

for the fourth crystal of the telescope, ^hs response of this ez^tital to 

monoenergetlc protons has been found to bo in fair agreement with mlculatlona 

for the distribution of energy loss for protons* made using the method developed 

by X. R. Synon. The instrument covers the range from about 50 to 2^ Mev. in 

recoil proton energyo '̂  

I. IRTHOBUCTIOH 

The need for a hig^ energy neutron spectrometer sroae from the 

desire to perform experiments with the neutron beam from the University of 

Boehester 130* synchro-cyclotron. Such'»3q>erlments call for en instrument 

^Ich Indicates neutron energies and Intanalties In the region from about 

50 to 250 Her* end are described elsewhere . 

The spectrometer to be described is based slraply upon detection 

and energy measurement of the reooU paroton in a neutron-proton elustle 

collision. Since* for this type of scattering* a knowledge of the proton 

enez^ end the scattering angle lmp),les knowledge of the neutron energy* 
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one can measure the energy of protons countsd at any convenient scattering 

angle and immediately refer the proton distribution to a neyitron energy scale. 

If* In addition* one knows the n-p cross section as a function of energy for 

that angle a neutron energy spectrum can be obtained. 

2-5 
In previous work "̂t the recoil proton energy has been obtained fr<m 

range aeasurttDentSo In the present apimrutxis* it is me$ ored by observing the 

energy lost by the proton in passing throxigh the fourth telescope czystalo 

Observation of the pulse height spectrum thus gives the neutron spectrum over 

a considerable energy range* at one timoo 

II. QSSSmKL BESCBIPTIOH 0? APPABATUS 

la brief* the spectrometer consists of the following basic elements: 

(see rig. 1) 

9WHiTn>?l5» ff9lP944fOTff ̂ Pm%nV t?3,eaagEa - to detect and define the 

direction of the recoil protons. The pulse hsl^t from the fourth cotinter of 

this telescope turn, be calibrated In terms of proton energy. 

Two radiators - one of polyethylene and one of carbon* with the same 

2 
number of carbon atoms per cm . These are placed alternately in the neutron 

beam to be Investigated* and the polyetitylene-carbon differences are taken to 

obtain the effect of the hydrogen in the polyethylene. 

Coincidence amiallfier - which amplifies and mixes the outputs of the 

four counters and selects the multiplicity of the coincidence. 

Gated linear amplifier - which amplifies the output pulse from the 

fourth counter vbenever it is turned on by a trlg^^r from the coincidence 

amplifier (usually set to respond to four-fold coincidences). 

W-A'H-3 
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Pu|^^ height anajjTser - to sort according to he i^t and record in one 

of 24 channels the pulse output of the gated linear amplifier. 

III. COUNTER TELSSCOPS 

A jdiotograph of the counter teloscope and seatterers appears in 

figure 2. The entire array Is omunted on a rotatable table with radiators 

affixed to a circular frame capable of rotation by selsyn remote control. A 

detent ffieefaanlsm locates the radiators* ^ich are 3/^ ln> sq.xiare* In a position 

such that the axis of rotation of the counter table passes through the center 

of the seatterers. The polyethylene used is 0.500 inches thick and the carbon 

0.222 Inches. 

The counters themselves employ BCA 5819 photomoltipller tubes* tOileh 

are magnetloally shielded by three concentric Iron cylinders for use In the 

fringing magnetic field of the cyclotron. The shielding ratio was measured to 

be approximately 1500 to 1 when the ehlelds were placed in a field of the order 

Of 200 gaioss. These mLgnetle shields also housed the preamplifier for each 

5819 output and served a« ll^t shields for the photomultipllers. 

In the ease of the first three counters anthracene crystals were 

used as scintillators, ^elr dimensions are given in Table lo 

Dimensions of ijithraeene Crystals for Counter Telescope 

Counter Bflfi^^i ^1, ^tA%ht j»» %ifflmWt fflB» 

CI 0.768 0.735 0.484 

C2 0.750 0.750 0.381 

C3 0.713 0.713 0.38X 
C4 0.846 I.O83 1.090 

w-^ii-'V-
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They were mounted directly on the ends of rectangular* polished luclte light 

pipes 6 1/4* long. The ll^t pipes hold the crystals 4 Inches away from the 

Iron shield In order to reduce the effects of scattering from the shleldSo 

IQM light pipes were perfectly satlsfactozy for the first three 

counters t whose function was only one of detection. Vhen used with the fourth 

crystal* w h i ^ also served ae a proportional counter* a llgiht pipe was found 

137 

to Imrpalr the pulse hel^t resolution as meastired with the Cs internal con

version line. The fourth ezjwtal was therefore mounted directly on the face 

of the fourth photomultlpller tube to obtain the best possible resolution. 

This precaution* as will be seen later* turned out to be unnecessary. 

Of the scintillators eevallaMe at the time of construction* Sal Cm)* 

anthracene and stllbene were coneldered as useful possibilities. Although the 

work of Fransen* Peelle and Sherr indicated that the oriole phosidiors depart 

fron liiwerity In the region of h i ^ density of ionisation* their greater ease 

of handling* fester response* and smaller nuclear absorption per tinit energy loss 

has favored the organic over the inorganic phosphors in our application. The 

crystal which has been most used is a 1.09 cm. thick anthracene phosphor held 

mechanically to the face of tha 5819 by a covering of aluminum foil taped to 

the glass envelope. This gave about 15!̂  pulse hei^t resolution for 193 Hev. 

protons* as will be described In the lust section of this paper. 

An additional factor affecting the resolution of the counters la 

connected with their use in a magnetic field. The dynode structure in the 

BCA 5619 le essentially cylindrical. In the presence of a mbgnetlc field 

the axis of this cgrlinder should be perpendicular to the direction of the 
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field* so that ecay deflection moves the electrons along rather than aeroes a 

dynode. 

Bow in order to space the fourth crystal sufficiently close to the 

third crystal so that the latter defines the angular acceptance (see 7ig. 3) 

it was necMsaxy that the face of the fourth counter tube be only 1 1/2 inches 

ftrom the face of its mtignetic ehield. Sbls condition* and the necessi^ of a 

1 1/2 ln<^ diameter hole in the face of the shield* allowed some magnetic 

leakBge inside the shield at the position of the tube elements. Conseq.uently» 

137 
the half-width of the C9 internal conversion line increased from about 10f» 

half-width at half maxlmam to being completely unresolved when the axis of the 

dynodes was rotated fron perpendicular to parallel to the field. However* %rith 

the dynode axis perpendicular to the field (in a fringing field of apTVOXioately 

100 gauss) • only a 6^ increase In pulse height was observed %Aien the cyclotron 

magnet was turned completely off and there was no detectable change in resolu

tion. 

# 

The e/aammtry of the counters and scatterere is Indicated in Ylgure 3o 

The particular geometry shown results in a solid angle of ecatterlng for a pro-

»3 
ton in the scatterer of 1.81 x 10 steradians and a maximum spread in the 

laboratory proton angle of 5^ t̂̂ iU vidth at the base. The aagular resolution 

window le eesMitlally triangular in the appraxiaatlon that tan o ^ « ô!> 

and that the iiridthe of the scatterer and counter 3 are equal. Ihls geooetzy 

has been used ae a somewhat arbitrary compromise between reasonable oountins 

rates and good angular resolution* A pulse heii^t distribution for the pro* 

A 

tons* reinveentattve of the neutron energy spectrom* coiald run at 7.5 vith 

ipLQJl statietieal error at the naxlaBan la about 2 hours. This tias appliee 

vy-sLfi^-i 
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for an incident neutron fliuc of the order of 5 x 10 neutrons per cm per secw, 

of energy between 120 Mev and 245 Hev. 

ly. ELECTROHICS 

Tests with a cathode follower prenamplifier in the proportional 

counter channel Indicated that greater gain stability against changes in 

siqrply voltage was necessary, Stabills{*iion of heater voltage and regulated 

B supplies did not reduce fluctuations ai^ drifts to values sufficiently low 

to permit the desired precision in pulse-hel^t detenainatlon. To correct 

this situation* a wide band (20lfe) unity<°galn feedback emililior triple was 

built. This 2-stage omplifim hue a rise time of apixroxifflately 2 x 10 

second* nearly unity gain* and better gain stability than a cathode follower 

with respect to change of the character 1st ios and change of eupply voltagee. 

The output of the amplifier consists of a trlode-connected 6AQ5 serving as a 

cathode follower* permitting signals up to 3 volts peak to be fed into the 

93 ohm cable. 

A block diagram of the coincidence aiuulyser is shown in I'igure 4. • 

The signals from each cotinter are amplified by an Inverse feedback cunplif ier 

* triple" of approximately 20 Me bandwidth and gain of about 20* then limited 

in a pentode stage driven to plate current cutoff. The. plates of the four 

limitere are common and asre connected to a shorted l60-ohm delay cable 

1.5 3C 10 seconds long ons way. This cable differentlc.tes the limited 

-8 
pulee and producee a fact signal of 6 x 10 sec. full width at the base* 

* 
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and of constant hei^t for an anrpllfier input in excess of 0.2 voltSo The 

llffllters are followed by a diode discriminator vhidh can be set to pass sig-

nele with aioplitudes corresponding to 1* 2* 3» or 4 channels in coincldenceo 

The output of the discriminator operates a unlvibratore tAiose output served 

as the trigger siq)plled to the gated amplifier. 

This simple addition type of coincidence aô J.lfler has proven quite 

eatisfactory at low single counting rates. At high single counting rates 

(10*000 eee" or higher peak rates) the thresholds for discriminatton begin 

to change* and discrlaination between* say* triple and quadruple coincidence 

become progreesively worse ae the rates Increass. This is probel>ly due to 

bias changee in the limitere* and can only be Improved by going to different 

circuits. 

A block diagram of the gated atvpllf ier le shown in Figure 5o ^ie 

circuit consists of four sectlone: input triple* gated stage* final aioplifiere 

and gate generator. The overall gain is about 500. 

anmt yrinle - This amplifier is a well stabilised circuit with a rise time 

-8 
of about 4 X 10 second with a gain of 80 and 20 db of feedback, Begatlve 

input pulses \q> to 0.1 volt are amplified in a linear fashion. Hon-llnearlty 

begins between 0.1 and 0.2 volt Input and for signals close to 0.3 volt 

complete saturation results. This circuit was kept moderately fast to minimize 

pile-ups before the gated stage. 

Gated Staae - The gated stage is preceded by a conventional phase Inverter 

providing essentially unity gain for the phase inverter and gated stage 

combination. 

1 
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The gated stage itself consists of a 6AS6 tube with the gating signal 

iiiQ>ressed on the euppressor and the gated signal on the control grid. The out

put of this stage consists of the ^ted pulse rising out of a ^'pedestal* caused 

by the turning on of the do plate current \^ the gating pulse. A large part of 

this undeslred pedestal is rwsovsd by a biased diode clipping circuit «hieh 

followe the 6AS6. It is often convenient not to remove all the pedestal* so 

that it can still be counted in the output if deelredo 

Tinfil i^HPH^^o'' ~ ^ o output amplifier consists of a 6AO7 aopllfisr stage with 

cathode degeneration feeding a 6AO7 cathode follower. This combination has a 

gain of 5* output linear up to 50 volts* with nonlinearity borginning in the 50 

to 100 volt region. Output eaturatlon limits tuefulness above this value. 

The bandwidth of this stage le about 3 Me since speed is not required after 

gating. 

In normal operation of gated amplifier and pulse height analyser* 

a total range of input pulee helots of about 10:1 may be ac<K>amodated* the 

flret half of thle range being handled in a relatively linear fashion* %Aiile 

the oneet of eaturatlon provided aprnreclable departure from linearity over 

the upper half df the range. Many spectra observed occtqpled such a small range 

of pulse heights compared to the widthe of the pulee hei^t analyser ehannele 

th£.t the detaile of the shi^Me were not appcurent. To allow for a closer in

spection of those details* provision for expanding the scale of the pulse 

helots was incorporated into the gated ampllflero Thle was uccomplished by 

raising the bias of the 6^x5 d i p >ing diode to the point of removing not only 

the pedestal but about half the amplitude of the maximum .oulse, £|y changing 

rjf^-9 



the attenuator li the proportional chr-nn̂ l̂o any desired. por';icn of a spectnm 

may be placed in the region of input ptilsd height correijponding to jiulees 

above the clipping level but below the ons@i of saturation, ihls range of 

pulse helots is then amplified Toy the fimil amplifier so that it Hoovers 

the range examined by the pulse height emaljser. The usefulness of the 24i 

channel analyser is considerably extenitol ^ Buch *cllv)'oed" operation. 

Qata Generator - ihe gate generator coiioi&ts of a conventional blocking os

cillator followed by a pulse shaping clruuit. The positive trigger from the 

coincidence circuit is transferred to th* bl'»3klng oscillator by a 6AQ5 aiopli*' 

flora The blocking oscillator output is clipped at th© 20 volt lesal providing 

a rectangular pulse whose length can be adjusted fr<MD 0.25 ̂ o 1.0 JJL 8ec.> 

The ?4-channel pulse-it^i^t analyser wi-s designed by H, Logemann* 

chief electrical engineer. It is patterned eftsr the one described by 

7 

Wilkinson'. E^iality of channel widths* and stability of charmsl '̂ sdgss* are 

achieved by converting pulse helgjbit to pulse duration in a Miller circuit* 

gating a free-running oscillaton and counting the number of pulses from the 

oscillator to determine the channel in whie^ to register the incoming pulse» 

It is a "slow" machine* with a dead tlose of about 3 millisecondso Since the 

Rochester f-m cyclotron ot%}ut consists of beam pulses of duration e35 milli

seconds* repeated 110 times per second* the aoalyzar v;lll respond to only 

one pulse per f-m cycle« and would have to be much faster to respond to more 

than one. Since the average incoming pulse rate seldom exceeds 1 per eeeondo 

a faster aovXce woiua ota of uo Mttttoiwugua 

'£he ciajor difference from Wilkinson's analyzer la the use of 2P21 
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thyratrons rather than relays to operate the reglstere. The Individual 

registers are not preceded by scalers* end the maximum recording rate in any 

one channel is therefore about 15 per second. The instrument has proven to 

be simple and reliable in aeration* with no critical adjustments required^ 

An overall calibration of the electronics must be made to furnish 

a pulse hei^t ecale for subsequent measurements. This process consisted of 

introducing a test pulse into the input of the proportional pre-astplifier and 

measuring the pulee hei^t corresponding to each channel of the pulse hei^t 

analyser. The shs^ of the teat pulse.wioi adjusted so that the output of the 

proportional pre-empllfier was indistinguiahable frcw that produced when it 

%ras reeponding to anthracene scintillation tnilses from the photonultlplier. 

To perform the calibration* the test pulse was fed into- the preamplifier and 

the coincidence circuit eet to trigger for singles. Thixs* the test signal 

was measured in the same way as pulses from the photomultlpller. 

In the test pulser* a small condenser is charged to a msesured d.c, 

voltage and discharged by a reli^-operated mercury ewiteh throxjgh a resistive 

load of else adjusted to give the proper time constant Into a 93 ohm lince 

The repetition rate is 5 pulses per second, aince the mechanical registers of 

the pulse heit^t analyser could operate at ratee no faster than about 15 per 

eecond* this rute instired both proper operation of the analyser and the attain

ment of full charge by the test pulser condenser. !Ihe val\ie of the cieasured 

d.c. voltage wae used as a measure of the {oplltude of the test pulse* and is 

W-A-lj-H 
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referred to as "relative pulse hel^t". Precision of 0.2^ In pulse he i^t is 

readily attained. 

In order to a^leve the full gf.in stability afforded by inverse 
% 

feedback ampllflere* it is neceesary tĥ -t the spectrum of the amplified pulses 

lie mainly in the frequency region well below the upper limit of the amplifier 

paes-band. Trequendes near the upper limit have little or no gain stabllizationa 

It is therefore advleable to elow down the rise of pulees from organic scintilla

tors. «e have recently done this with a series resistance in the grid of the 

first preamplifier stage* with an Improvement in overall gain stability. This 

change neceseltatee another* however. In order to obtain fast 4-fold colncl-

dencee* a pronrpt response from counter 4 is necessary. We have therefore added 

a eecond preamplifier in parallel with the proportional channel on counter 4* 

which provides the fast-rising poise needed. 

The attainment of very good gain stability with electron multipliers 

is difficult* since in the usual operating region a 0.1^ change in multiplier 

voltage producee about 1% gain change* and gain stability to 0.:^ is desirable. 

Sven a carefully made electronically regulated power supply is difficult to hold 

to 0,02^ stability over long periods of time. We have recently foxuid a solution 

to this probleffl hy inetalllng a regulator circuit uhidi stabilizee the multiplier 

gain against hl^k-voltage changes* thus easing considerably the revjuirement on 

the power eupply stability. This circuit is adapted from one designed by Sherr * 

and is shown in Figure 6, It orovldee a gain *plateau" about 60 volts wide (see 

yifo'. 7)* 
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With this circuit* and the slow pfulse rise-time* we have found that 

over-all pulse hel^^ts from a monochr<»aatlc proton beam remain constant within 

t 0*51̂  or better over a lAxole dcgr's run. 

y„ OVEBALL SYSTEM PEHFOHM/JiCK 

Calibration with Protons 

The response of the entire system to protons of various energies 

must be calitarated. 

Protone of a single energy were obtained ty using the cyelotrmi magnetic 

field and a collimator ae a mooentum spectrooieter. Certain of the protons scat

tered in the forward hoolsphere from a cyclotron target have a trajectory that 

takes them through the collimator* as indic^^ted in Figure 8. The telescope was 

aligned with the collimator* and. the response to these protons observed. Two 

targete were used* giving two different energy groupe. The beams en contaminated 

by deuterons* which can be renoved Iqr an absorber* but are actually useful in 

calibration alao. 

The energr of the protons was determined by measuring their range in 

copper* and in the caee of the hl^^r energy group* as en independent check* also 

by the calculation from their known trajectory in the ^clotron field. The eherglee 

obtained by theee two methods agreed within lf(. Their raagee were 1,623" and 0.328* 

in voppw» indicating energies of 193 ĉ nd 77 Mev. The range was measured by in

serting the abeorber in the telescope immediately ahead of the last crystal* so 

that these Mierglee are those of the protons Incident on the laet crystal. 

Additional proton energies were obtained by inserting vurious thick

nesses of absorber in ths proton beam. 

y/-jLff-J2 
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At the same time as the pulse hei^t data are obtained* the width of 

the pulee hel^t spectrum for monochromatJ'c protons is also obtained. This 

resolution must be known* of course* to analyze properly the continuous spectrum 

of proton recoils obtained fron a continuous neutron spectrum. 

Ordinarily* scintillation spectrometers have a residvlng power (defined 

ae pulse hel^^Tull width at half maximum) vAiidh is proportional to the eqnare 

root of the pulee height. This le because* with electrons* the full energy of 

the electron is lost In the crystal; the number of photons produesd is thus pro

portional (or nearly so) to the energy lost* and the average number of electronii 

at the output cf the photoerultiplier is peoportional to the number of photons. 

The fluctuations in pulse hei^t are then due to siwt noise in the multiplier* 

and therefore increase as the square root of the nxBDber of electrons. 

For fast particles that are not stopped in the crystal there is a 

•ore important somrce of pulse heii^t spread. This is the fluctuation in energy 

loss Igr the particle in paeslng throu^ the crystal* and it depende on the mass 

and energy of the particle ae well as the energy loss. The fluctuations are 

essentially due to changes in the small number of collisions in which a fairly 

largs amount of energy le lost to a single electron; such collisions are Infre- . 

quent* but cause considerable fluctuations in the energy loot. 

9 10 
This problem hae been treated theoretically by Landau and by Symon 

11 12 
ai^ the fluetuutlons have been obeerved for fast i^-meeons . * , It turns out 

that* %diile a 6 Mev proton stepped in a 1.1 on anthr^^sene crystal might be 

expected to give a resolution width of* say* ^ due to multiplier shot noiee* 

a 240 Mev proton losing 6 Mev in the earns crystal will give a resolution width 



of about 15^. Consequently shot noise pli^s only a minor role in determining 

the observed width; thus the use of less efficient phosphorous Is also possible 

without eacrificing resolution* and it is not even necessary to be careful about 

collecting the maximum possible light from the crystal. This conclusion has 

rscently been verified ly the observation (by J. Bosenthal, M. S. and W. F. 

Cartwrlght) that a crystal mountsd on a 6* luclte pipe has the same resolution 

for protons as when it is directly mounted on the multiplier tube face. The 

difference in ll^t collection is a factor of about two. The resolution of the 

137 Cs internal conversion line under these circtinrntance is of course considerably 

Impairede 

Ve have measured pulse heighte and resolution widths for various pro-

13 
ton energiee* using either a 1.09 cm anthracene or a 2,2 cm stllbene crystal. 

The results are shown in Figures 9 and 10» Figure 9 ehows the measured pulse 

heights vs. energy* compared with thoee calculated from the Symon '"small-thlck-

nese* approxlmatlone. The marked deviation of the observed pulse heights, for 

both stllbene and anthracene* from the theoretical values* Indicates either an 

Inadequacy of the theory or departure of the ll^t otlput from strict propor

tionality to the enexsy loss. The latter seems more likely* from previous work 

6 
by Fransen* Peelle and S h e ^ , 

Figure 10 ehowe the resolution for monochromatic prptons observed 

with the same crystals* compared with the predictions of Symon's theory. The 

agreement is somewhat better here* but not too good. The anthracene crystal 

is poorer* the stllbene better thui the prediction. 

A eanrple curve showing the actual pulee height data obtained with 

the 2.2 cm crystal for I3I Mev tnd 121 Mev protons is given in Figure 11. 
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Botfei the resolution and the dispersion are poorer at hl^er energies* as one 

see* fron F l ^ , 9 end 10, The specific ionisation of protons is only twice 

miniauB at 2'tO Mev* and this energy seems to be a practical iqpper limit for 

oMaining reasonaldy good resolution end dispersion. Making the last crystal 

thicker will inrprove the resolution some^^mt* but above one InCh we are in a 

region where nuclear absorption of protons in the crystal has an axiprecia'U.e 

prohability (five percent or more) of introducing erroneous pulse hei^lhts 

into the epectrum. The nuclear absorption Is even larger in sodium iodide* 

iiAiich therefore is not as suitable as are the or^Bnic crystals for this use* 

In meaeuring a neutron spectrum* there is so&ie value of neutron 

energy for which the proton recoils have Juat enou^ enez^ to penetrate the 

fourth eryetal. FOr protons of lower energy the pulse hel^t will be eneller* 

as of course it will also for faster protons. Th9 pulse^eighft speotrum is 

thus double-valued; approiariate precautions and corrections are therefore 

required* especially for thick crystals. 

The calibration data wore of course obtained from the equipment in 

the form of a channel spectrum. The transformation to a pulse hei^t spectrum 

is made xin the data of the electronic calibration* already discussed* * 

"Sam most significant contribution to badsground comee from those 

eases in which a randca count occurs In counter Ko. 4 diuring the interval that 

the gate ie open. This small effect is readily measured ly removing the deliy 

in the fourth channel preceding the gated asrplifler* The spectrum thne ob

served can then be subtracted* if desired. Since this epectrum is idratical 



with carbon and polyethylene radiators* the subtruction is obtained aut(»iatl-

cally ii4xen the polyethylene-carbon differences are taken. Random openings of 

the gatee can occur in many ways. The counter geometry Is such that all 

protons traversing the countere 1-3 xiust traverse 4 unless they stop or are 

scattered or absorbed in % (Quadruple coincidences due to such protons with 

a random count in 4 are rare tmder operating conditions. The insertion of 

delays* or the withdrawal of a counter from the recoil proton path* permit 

measurement of the various contributions. With ths neutron beam intensities • 

available* none of these contributions has been significant in experiments thus 

tije performed, 
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CAPTIOBS FOR FIGURES 

1, Blements of the fast neutron scintillation spectrometer. Recoil protone 

from a polyetlqrlene radiator (not shown) produce quadruple coincidences in 

four scintillation counters. The quadruple coincldenee opens a gated ampli

fier* and the height of the pulse produced in the fourth scintillation crys

tal is then recorded in a ?4-ehannel pulse-height analyser, 

2ft The qufidrucple coincidence ecintillatlon counter telescope. The fourth crys

tal is inside the magnetic shield and is not visible, 

3, Typical arrangement of counter geometry, 

4, Coincidence amplifier. Pulses in each channel are amplified* limited* 

clipped and added, A discriminator then selects the noltiplicity of Goii»i-

dences desirsd, 

5, Gated aoidlfier. The diode clipper may be set to pass part of the pedestal 

generated by the gating pulse and the entire superposed signal; or* In the 

"clipped" position* to pass only the signals above a certain clipping level. 

In the latter position, a portion of the pulse<4ielght spectrum may be aaqpli-

fled and examined by the 24-channel analyzer, 

6, Gain stabilisation of 5819 photomultlpller (adapted from Sherr. reference 8). 

Terminal numbers refer to pin connections at socket, Tha resistor R is ad-

Justed to set the value of guin at tdilch the *plateau* in gain occure* as 

shown In Fig. 7. Varying B from 110 to 140 K will move the plateau about 

200 volts. Sherr*e circuit usee a battery instead of ttB 5651 end therefore 

glvee somewtaat greater flexibill^. 

7* Gain "plateau* obeerved for circuit of Fig, 6, 

8* Typical set-«p for calibration with monochromatic protons. The magnetic 
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field of the cyclotron allow* only pc;.rtlcle8 of a single monentum from 

target T. or ^^ ^^ traverse the collimator end telescope. Other colli

mator positions can be used to obtain different energies. 

Calibration of pulee hei^t response of a 1,09 cm anthracene (circles) 

and a 2.2 cm stllbene crystal (crosses). The anthracene data are norma

lized to unit pulse height at 19? Mev* the stllbene data to the anthra

cene at 173 Mev. The dotted curve shows the theoretical most probable 

energy loss from Symon*s theory, 

Pulse-hel^t resolution width of a 1,09 cm anthracene and a 2.2 cm stll

bene crystal. The curvee show the values predicted from Synon's theory, 

Pulssoheli^t spectrum obtained with a 2.2 cm stllbene crystal aa counter 

Bo. 4, The crosses Indicate the data obtained with 131 Mev protons inci

dent on the laet crystal. The peak at 85 volts is due to deuteron contauina-

tlon. The circles Indlcat.e the spectrum obtained when sufficient absorber 

is introduced to slow the protone to 121 Mev. 
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